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A. NPTS INTRODUCTION AND KEY PRODUCT FEATURES
1

What is Post Trade Modernisation about? Why is this necessary?
The Singapore Exchange (SGX) is rolling out changes to its securities settlement and clearing
processes to align with international standards, thereby reducing systemic risk in the securities
market and strengthening Singapore’s position as an international financial centre. The changes
in processes will bring about efficiency improvement. New services will be also introduced for
market participants.

2

When is the implementation date?
Market and service changes will be effected for settlements from 10 December 2018. T+2
settlement cycle changes will be effected for trades done from 10 December 2018 onwards.

3

What is new as part of the Post Trade Modernisation?
Market Changes


T+2 Settlement

-

A shorter securities settlement cycle of two days (T+2) instead of three days (T+3).

-

The shorter settlement period reduces settlement risks across markets and allows securities
and funds to be made available at an earlier stage for investors.

-

The move harmonizes the Singapore Securities settlement cycle with that of global markets,
including the US, EU, Hong Kong, India, Korea, Taiwan and Thailand.


-

DVP Settlement

Trades will be settled on delivery-vs-payment (DVP) basis by simultaneous transfer of
securities and money held in trust with the Central Depository (Pte) Limited (CDP), reducing
risk arising from the current time lag between money and securities settlement.


Failed Trade Management

-

CDP will settle trades for available securities.

-

In the event of insufficient securities, CDP will conduct buying-in on intended settlement day
(ISD) and ISD+1, failing which brokers are required to procure the securities as per current. If
the trade remains unsettled, CDP will initiate cash settlement of the failed trade on ISD+5 and
effect cash settlement on ISD+6.

-

The new settlement timetable will also take into account inter-bank transfer times for trades
denominated in foreign currencies.
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Service Changes


CDP Notifications

-

Existing CDP Confirmation Notes and CDP Notification letters will be combined into a single
CDP Notification going forward.

-

If a CDP account holder has a CDP Internet account, CDP Notifications will be available
electronically on CDP Internet. Hardcopy notifications will be replaced by the electronic
notifications unless account holder opts to continue receiving them.

-

If a CDP account holder does not have a CDP Internet account, hardcopy CDP Notifications
will be sent.


CDP Account Statements

-

Along with new balances to be introduced (i.e. “Blocked” Balances and “Broker Linked”
Balances), CDP Account Statements and CDP Internet Services will be updated to reflect these.

-

Further to public feedback on the “Summary of Payments” section on CDP Account
statements, this has also been revamped to better reflect all cash payouts made to investors.

New Service

-

Broker Linked Balance (BLB)

The creation of the BLB gives brokers visibility and joint control over specific holdings, thus
allowing brokers to offer more personalised services to investors.
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B. T+2 AND NEW SETTLEMENT FRAMEWORK
B.1 T+2 Settlement
General
1

What is T+2 or T+3?
T+2 or T+3 refers to the settlement date of a trade executed on a day, T. With effect from 10 Dec
2018, the settlement date is T+2, i.e. the trade is due for settlement 2 business days after the
trade date. For example, if you buy or sell a security with a T+2 settlement on Monday (assuming
there is no public holiday in between), the settlement date will be Wednesday.

2

What is settlement date and why is it important?
This is the date when your trades executed on SGX settles. If you sell, you will need to have the
securities on settlement date. As for your buy trade, depending on your arrangement with your
broker, this will affect the date when cash is to be paid and securities to be received for the trade.

Benefits of T+2
3

Why is SGX transitioning from a T+3 to T+2 settlement cycle?
SGX is changing the settlement period from 3 days (T+3) to 2 days (T+2) to further reduce market
systemic risks and align with international practices.

4

What are the benefits of a T+2 settlement cycle?
a) Alignment with international practices: The move to T+2 settlement cycle enables
harmonisation with global markets.
b) Risk reduction/Investor protection: With the reduction in time between trade execution and
settlement, settlement risk and exposure for individual investors and participants will be
reduced.
c) Capital optimisation: Investors are expected to receive cash and securities earlier and as a
result, you can free up capital earlier for reinvestment and potentially achieve better capital
optimisation.

5

Which other exchanges have a T+2 settlement cycle?
In recent years, global exchanges including Europe (October 2014), Australia (March 2016) and
US (September 2017) have reduced their settlement cycle to T+2.
Other Asia-Pacific exchanges such as Hong Kong, Taiwan, Korea, Thailand and India also adopt a
T+2 settlement cycle.

Transition and Changes
6

What happens during the transition from T+3 to T+2?
Any trades made before 10 Dec 2018 will still be on a T+3 settlement cycle. For example, if a trade
is made on 6 Dec 2018 (Thu), its settlement date will be 11 Dec 2018 (Tue).
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The table below reflects the settlement dates based on different trade dates during the transition
period. Please note that trades executed on 7 Dec 2018 and 10 Dec 2018 settles on the same date
due to the shortening of the settlement cycle.

7

Will the current or new settlement framework apply to trades executed before 10th Dec and
settling on or after 10th Dec?
For ready market trades executed on 5th, 6th and 7th December, they will be due for settlement
on 10th, 11th and 12th December respectively. Accordingly, the new settlement framework will
apply. Please refer to B.2 New Settlement Framework for more information. For trades executed
before 5th of December, the current settlement framework will apply.

Payment
8

Does this mean I need to make/receive payment earlier for my buy/sell trades?
This largely depends on your specific arrangement with your broker (including whether you have
margin financing arrangements with your broker). It is likely that you will have to make/receive
payment earlier (i.e. 1 day earlier) for your buy/sell trades.

9

What if I fail to make payment to my broker on ISD for my buy trades?

As per current, your securities will be withheld by your broker if you fail to make payment to your
broker on ISD. You will be able to view your incoming securities due to your buy trade in CDP web
portal.
Do note that for a buy trade for bonds, if payment to your broker has not been paid on the book
closure date for the bond maturity, cash proceeds will be credited to your broker instead.
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B.2 New Settlement Framework
General
1

How does the new framework affect me when I buy securities?
You will typically receive your securities earlier during settlement on T+2 instead of T+3. Currently,
in the event of a delivery failure in respect of a sell trade, delivery to investors who have bought
the security continue to proceed. Moving forward, your buy trade will not be guaranteed as CDP
will settle trades only to the extent of securities available. Thus, if there are insufficient securities
delivered to CDP from the sellers of the security, your buy trade may not settle on the intended
settlement day (ISD).

2

How does the new framework affect me when I sell securities?
You will need to ensure that securities are available for settlement on T+2 instead of T+3. If
securities are not available for settlement, CDP will conduct buying-in and impose charges and
penalties on the Clearing Member. Currently, CDP levies a charge of $75 for each trade that fails
to settle on ISD.
If CDP does not manage to buy-in the securities on ISD to cover the fails, a penalty fee of $1,000
or 5% of the contract value; whichever is higher will be imposed on the Clearing Member. Going
forward, the same charges and penalties apply except that the minimum penalty will be increased
to $5,000 or 10% of the contract value for failed delivery in relation to sales in buying-in market.
The Clearing Member may pass on the charges and penalties to the customers that fail to deliver.

3

Why are my “Sell” trades settled only on T+3 even though buying-in was successful on T+2?
Currently buying-in occurs between 3 to 5pm on settlement date (T+3) while settlement date
occurs end of day. As such, CDP is able to conduct “pre-settlement buying-in” where the bought
in securities can be used for the end of day settlement.
In the new framework, buying-in will occur between 3.30pm to 5pm on the intended settlement
date (T+2) while settlement will be conducted on earlier at 1.30pm. As a result, bought in
securities will not be included in time for same day settlement.
Therefore, “pre-settlement buying-in” no longer applies. Your trades will be settled during the
settlement run on the next business day if buying-in is successful.
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The timeline below exemplifies the changes to the buying-in process.

Measures
4

How does CDP determine which “Buy” trade will be selected for settlement in the event that
insufficient shares are delivered by the Seller(s)?
CDP will use an algorithm (which is designed to minimise the impact of delivery failures) to select
the trades that will be settled. Trades will be prioritised for settlement based on the length of
time a trade has been outstanding, the number of settlements that can be affected as a result,
and the risk to the clearing facility.

5

Where can I get a view of whether my trades have settled?
Individual investors will be able to find out if their trades have already settled and view their
securities balances through CDP’s web portal.

6

Will I be able to onward sell my securities if I do not receive my securities on ISD?
Except where your buy trade has already been assigned for cash settlement, or where your
onward sell trade is denominated in a different currency from your earlier buy trade, you can
onward sell those securities on SGX-ST (whether before the ISD of the buy trade as in contra
trading or after the ISD of the buy trade) even if you have not received securities on the ISD.
Do note that you will need to arrange with your broker and custodian (where applicable) to ensure
that both trades are settled into the same trading account and securities account. For a customer
who has multiple trading accounts, the customer should inform his broker as soon as possible if a
sell trade is an “onward sell trade” (i.e. a sell trade that is dependent on an earlier buy trade that
has not settled), and instruct its broker to inform the CDP of the same immediately. Otherwise,
there is a risk that the buy trade will be cash settled, causing the onward sell trade to fail
settlement.

7

Are there any measures put in place to increase the chances of settling my “Buy” trade after
T+2?
In the event where the “Buy” trade could not settle due to insufficient shares from seller(s), your
buy trade will be prioritised for settlement based on the length of outstanding period and
settlement will be re-attempted until the trade is fully settled.
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8

What happens if there are no securities available from sellers to settle my buy trade?
Your buy trade will remain unsettled and will be carried forward to the following day for
settlement. In the rare event that a seller fails to cover his short position despite buying-in and
procurement, cash settlement will be initiated against the seller’s trade.
In that regard, one or more buy trades may be assigned for cash settlement. So, there is a chance
that your buy trade will be assigned for cash settlement.

9

Why is CDP introducing cash settlement and what are the chances of this happening?
Fixing cash settlement on ISD+6 provides a definitive end date for resolution of outstanding sell
trades (and correspondingly, buy trades) while allowing sufficient time for the failed trade to be
covered.
It is expected that very few sell trades will still be outstanding on ISD+6 and have to be cash settled.
Based on SGX’s historical data, the average success rate of buying-in is 90% by the first day and
94% by the second day. Additionally, in the 18 months from January 2016 to June 2017, only
trades worth a total of $96,001 (out of a total trade value of about $420.5 billion) were
outstanding after two days of buying-in and two days of procurement from the market.

10

How will I know if my buy trade has been cash settled?
A corresponding offsetting trade (i.e. if your “Buy” trade is cash settled, a “Sell” trade will be
created) will be created by CDP to offset the original trade and this will be reflected in your CDP
Notifications and CDP Account Statement. You will also be informed by your broker on the cash
settlement.

11

How will I know if my sell trade has been cash settled?
If you do not have the required securities in your account, even after procurement and buying-in,
a cash settlement will be initiated against your sell trade. In being assigned for cash settlement,
you are deemed to be selling the securities at the cash settlement price. You may refer to question
13 for more information.

12

Is clearing fee applicable to the offset trades?
Clearing fees are not levied for offsetting trades created for cash settlement. Clearing fees remain
applicable on the original trades.

13

How will the cash settlement price be determined?
For all securities other than company warrants, rights1 and, expired structured warrants2, cash
settlement price will be the highest of the following:
1) Price of the sell trade to be cash settled
2) Price of the buy trade to be cash settled
3) 120% of the market price of the security as of the market day preceding cash settlement
1

For company warrants and rights, cash settlement price will be the highest of the following:
1) Price of the sell trade to be cash settled
2) Price of the buy trade to be cash settled
3) 120% of the market price of the underlying security as of the market day preceding cash
settlement LESS the exercise price
8
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For expired structured warrants (including DLC1), cash settlement price will be the highest of the
following:
1) Price of the sell trade to be cash settled
2) Price of the buy trade to be cash settled
3) 120% of the final value of the warrant as paid by issuer
13

How soon can a buy trade be cash settled?
A buy” trade might be cash settled as early as ISD+1.
During the cash settlement initiation process, the oldest buy trade will be selected for cash
settlement. Investors will be notified by the Clearing Member of their trades assigned for cash
settlement before the settlement process is triggered the next business day. Investors should take
into account of the assignment in determining their positions before executing any subsequent
sales. Note that due to back filing, the oldest buy trade may have that day as ISD when shares
delivered for subsequent sell trades are used to settle earlier buy trades as shown in the
illustration below.

Settlement of Trades Denominated in a Foreign Currency
14

1

How does the new settlement process affect trades denominated in a foreign currency?
Currently, if settlement date for a trade denominated in a foreign currency (i.e. other than SGD)
falls on a holiday for that currency, money settlement cannot take place. Instead, money
settlement will take place on the next common banking day. Securities settlement, however, will
continue to take place on that day.

Daily Leverage Certificates
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Moving forward, if T+2 (i.e. 2 Singapore business days after trade date) is a currency holiday, both
money and securities settlement will take place on the next banking day, common to both SGD
and the foreign currency, if settlement date falls on a foreign currency holiday.

15

Does this mean that I will receive my securities later?
Yes, you will only receive your securities in relation to your foreign currency trade on the next
common banking day if T+2 falls on a holiday for that currency.

16

Why is SGX introducing this change?
This is to remove principal risk for participants and align with global standards to allow the
settlement of securities to be done concurrently with monies.

17

How can I get hold of holidays applicable to the different currencies?
Currency holidays will be published on SGX’s website to keep individual investors and participants
informed.

18

In the case of unforeseen circumstances where functions of SGX or its related parties are
severely and adversely affected by a physical emergency such as a natural disaster, will it affect
when I get my securities?
In the event where the emergency results in closure of the particular market, that particular day
shall be treated similar to a currency holiday.
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C. SERVICE CHANGES
C.1 CDP Notifications
1

What is CDP Notifications?
CDP Notifications is a new consolidated statement that will be sent to CDP account holders,
notifying them of any transactions performed, as well as updates on account particulars and
subscriptions to CDP.

2

What is the current arrangement?
a) CDP account holders receive Confirmation Notes and Notification letters separately. For
example, if you have executed a trade and updated your contact details on the same date,
you would have received 2 separate notifications from CDP – a Confirmation Note and a
Notification Letter.
b) If you have a CDP Internet account, Confirmation Notes will be electronically available on CDP
Internet but hardcopy Notification letters will be mailed to you.

3

What is the new arrangement?
a) Confirmation Notes and Notification letters will be combined into CDP Notifications.
b) If you have a CDP Internet account, CDP Notifications will be electronically available on CDP
Internet. Hardcopy notifications will not be sent unless you opt for it.

4

When will I start receiving CDP Notifications?
You will start receiving CDP Notifications in relation to transactions and updates (e.g. settlements,
account status updates) from 10 December 2018.

5

How often will CDP Notifications be sent?
CDP Notifications will be sent on a daily basis. However, you will only receive it if you have done
any of the following:
a) Performed a trade/transaction
b) Updated your particulars
c) Subscribed/unsubscribed for a service

6

If I do not receive hardcopy CDP Notifications by mail, how will I be informed that a CDP
Notification has been sent to me?
You will not receive hardcopy CDP Notifications if you have a CDP Internet account (unless you
have opted for it). An email will be sent when you receive a CDP Notification. Please log into your
CDP Internet account to view the notification.

7

I have a CDP Internet account but I wish to receive hardcopy CDP Notifications. What should I
do?
To receive hardcopy CDP Notifications, you will have to log into your CDP Internet account and
opt in for the service. Hover your mouse on the “Customer Service” tab  Select “Manage My
Alerts”  Check the box next to “CDP Notifications”  Click “Update”.
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SECTIONS OF CDP NOTIFICATIONS
No.

Item

1

Services and
Particulars updates

2
3

Transactions in Main
Balance
Transactions in
Broker Linked
Balance

Information
Show any updates to your account particulars or services. Section is
further split into “Action Required” and “For Information” so that you
will know if any further action is required.
Shows transactions related to securities in the Main Balance.
Shows transactions related to securities in your Broker Linked Balance.

1. Services and Particulars updates

JOHN
BLK 123F ABC ROAD
#99-99
SINGAPORE 987654

1681-1122-3344

2. Transactions in Main Balance
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3. Transactions in Broker Linked Balance

*Please note that particulars and details in the images above are entirely fictitious.
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C.2 CDP Account Statement
1

When will the new CDP Account Statement be introduced?
You will receive your first new CDP Account Statement in January 2019. It will contain transactions
from 10 December 2018 to 31 December 2018. For transactions from 1 to 10 December 2018, you
will receive a mid-month CDP Account Statement in the current format.

2

I note that I will receive 2 CDP Account Statements for transactions in December 2018 due to
the transition. What about Annual Dividend Statement? Will I still continue to receive it?
Yes, annual dividend statements will continue to be sent to investors. As part of the transition to
the new settlement framework, similar to account statements, two dividend statements will be
sent: one for dividends paid between 1 January 2018 to 9 Dec 2018 (accompanying the current
CDP account statement for the same period) and another for dividends paid from 10 December
2018 to 31 December 2018.

3

Can I make a request to get a consolidated monthly statement/annual dividend statement?
This is not possible. Along with the settlement framework changes, SGX post trade system has
been upgraded and the transaction data/account statements before the system changes are in
different formats. The merging of data in 2 different systems and formats poses risk of
mismatching. To reconcile, you should see that the securities balance under the “Securities
Holdings” section for the old statement to be the same in the new statement unless if there are
transactions after 10 Dec 2018. If so, these transactions are reflected under the “Securities
Transaction” section and you should see the balance brought forward (“Balance b/f”) from the
old statement.

4

What are the changes in the new statement?
The main changes in the new account statement are:
a) Replacement of ‘Available’ balance with ‘Blocked’ balance. Further details on the “Blocked”
status will also be reflected for more clarity
b) Listing of all corporate action relation payments from CDP, including rights and takeover,
under the “Cash Transaction” section. Currently, only dividends and interest payments are
reflected.
c) Addition of Broker Linked Balance (BLB) in Securities Holdings and BLB related transactions
(For more information of BLB, please refer to the FAQ on BLB)

5

What will happen to the account statements from previous months in CDP Internet?
The account statement from previous months will not change in format and will remain available
on CDP Internet.

6

Will this new CDP Account Statement be available on CDP Internet too?
Yes, it will. As per current, it can be found under “Transaction History”  “E-Statements”.

7

How will my securities holdings be presented differently on CDP Internet?
To reflect the new “Blocked” balances and Broker Linked Balances, “My Portfolio” and
“Transaction History” pages on CDP Internet will be enhanced with dropdowns available for
account holders to view balances and transactions in various balances.
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FREQUENCY OF RECEIVING ACCOUNT STATEMENTS
8

How often will CDP Account Statements be sent out?
The frequency at which Account Statements are sent out is listed below:
Any transactions within the month? Holdings in CDP Account? Frequency of Statements
No
No
No statement
Statement for June and
No
Yes
December only
Yes
Yes/No
Statement for the month

9

Why did I not receive an account statement this month?
If you did not receive a CDP Account Statement for a particular month (excluding June and
December), it means that you did not perform any transactions for that particular month.
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TERMINOLOGY USED
Balance Type
Free

Blocked

Description
Securities fully paid for and available for sale or transfers.
For balances held in BLB tagged to a broker, transfer of securities is subject to broker’s
approval.
Securities held and cannot be sold or transferred.

The following is the list of balance sub-types under “Blocked” balance.
Balance Sub-type Description
CA processing
Securities pending debit due to participation in corporate action
Charge
Securities pledged as collaterals via statutory charge
Moratorium
Securities withheld upon request by issuer due to moratorium on securities
On Loan
Securities lent out
Outward transfer
Securities pending debit due to request to transfer out of the account
Sale
Securities pending delivery due to a sale transaction
Withdrawal
Securities pending debit due to withdrawal request
Withheld
Securities withheld upon request of account holder, broker, issuer, or pertaining
to Court Order

SECTIONS OF NEW CDP ACCOUNT STATEMENT
No.
1

Item
Portfolio
Summary

2

Main Balance

3

Broker Linked
Balance

4

Cash
Transactions

5

Securities
Account Linkage

Information
Quick overview of the market value of your Main Balance and Broker Linked
Balance(s).
Shows the securities held in your main balance, including those that are on
loan. Also shows transactions related to securities in the main balance.
Shows the securities held in your broker linked balance. Also shows
transactions related to securities in the broker linked balance.
Cash payments made by CDP to you or vice versa. These include cash
dividends, SBL lending fees, interest payments, coupon payments,
redemptions, refund for rights applications and takeover cash considerations.
Shows the trading account(s) your securities account is linked to.
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1. Portfolio Summary

JOHN
BLK 123F ABC ROAD
#99-99
SINGAPORE 987654

1681-1122-3344

2. Main Balance
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3. Broker Linked Balance
1681-1122-3344

4. Cash Transactions
1681-1122-3344
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5. Securities Account Linkage
1681-1122-3344

*Please note that particulars and details in the images above are entirely fictitious.
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D. BROKER LINKED BALANCE
General
1

What is ‘Broker Linked Balance' (BLB)?
BLB is a balance created within your direct securities account with CDP and is linked to your
broker. Securities can be transferred into this balance, giving specific broker visibility and certain
control over the securities in this balance.

Benefits of BLB
2

What are the implications for me should I use BLB?
In placing securities in your BLB, your specified broker will be given visibility and certain control
over the securities in your BLB. This allows them to settle trades more easily on your behalf as
well as offer additional services like margin trading or collaterised trading facilities.
However, please note that a statutory charge (i.e. security interest) is established on the securities
in your BLB for the benefit of your specified broker. That is, your specified broker will have the
right to liquidate the charged securities to satisfy any debts due and outstanding from you.

3

Why should I sign up for BLB?
You will be able to give brokers visibility over selected shares you hold in your direct securities
account with CDP which is currently not possible. The benefits are as follows:
I.
Passive/Growth Investors
Through BLB, your broker will have visibility and joint control of the securities transferred into the
balance. Hence, you might benefit from the additional services provided by your broker such as
related market reports and investment advices.
II.
Active Investors
Your shares in the BLB could be used as collaterals for better, targeted e.g. margins) services from
your broker.
You remain the legal owner to the securities with rights attributable to a broker. However, in
accordance with the SFA, brokers will be able to liquidate securities in the BLB if you have loans
and liabilities due and payable. Any other additional rights to the securities will have to be
circumscribed by the terms of the agreement between you and your broker. As a direct account
holder, you will continue to enjoy the custody services provided by CDP.
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Setting up and closure of BLB
4

How do I set up a BLB?
For existing CDP account holders, you will be able to set up a BLB through either of the methods
below:
 CDP Internet (NRIC, Password, OneKey Token required) – only for CDP individual or jointalternate accounts. Please refer to page 26 for an example of the setup flow through CDP
Internet.
 CDP Customer Service – for all accounts
 Download and complete a Charge Form from CDP website or approach your broker to obtain
the form – for all accounts
For new investors without a CDP account:
 You can inform your broker that you wish to set up a BLB while also opening your CDP account
and trading account at the same time
 Your broker will then provide you with a Charge Form to set up the BLB.

5

What documents/verifications will I need to set up a BLB?
To open a BLB via CDP Internet, you will require:
I.
A CDP Internet account
II.
A mobile number registered with CDP
III.
A OneKey token linked to your CDP Internet account
If you open a BLB via CDP Customer Service or Charge Form, you will need to:
I.
Bring your Identity Card (IC) or passport for verification purposes
II.
Complete a “Charge Form” (provided by CDP Customer Service/CDP website/your broker)
Your BLB will be created within 1 business day upon CDP’s receipt of the statutory charge forms.

6

Why do I need a Charge Form to set up the BLB?
This form provides your broker the right to act as agent for your securities.

7

If I create a BLB, must I transfer all my securities into that balance?
No, it is optional. You can choose any security of any quantity to be transferred to your BLB. The
remaining securities will remain in the main balance of your direct account.

8

If I am a foreigner with a CDP account, will I be able to create a BLB?
Yes, if you have a CDP and a brokerage account with one of our linked brokers, you will be able to
create a BLB.

9

What is the procedure to close/cancel my BLB?
You will have to complete the Apply for CDP Services Form on the CDP website and mail it to CDP.
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Transferring between BLB and Main Balance
10

How do I transfer securities from my Main Balance to my BLB or vice versa, and from BLB to
BLB?
You will be able to process BLB transfer through either of the methods below:
 CDP Internet (OneKey Token required) – only for CDP individual or joint-alternate accounts.
Please refer to page 29 for an example of the transfer flow through CDP Internet.
 Submit physical form “Request for Transfer of Securities” to your receiving broker

11

How long does it take for my securities to be transferred from Main Balance to BLB or vice versa,
and from BLB to BLB?
Type of Transfer
Number of Business Days
Remarks
Main Balance > BLB Through CDP Internet: Immediate
Through physical request forms: approx.
2 days upon receipt
BLB > Main Balance Through CDP Internet: approx. 1 day
Note that your broker may
Through physical request forms: approx.
reject a request to transfer
2 days upon receipt
securities out of your BLB if
you have any outstanding
BLB > another BLB
Through CDP Internet: approx. 2 days
obligations owing to your
Through physical request forms: approx.
broker.
4 days upon receipt
Upon receipt of the request forms and relevant supporting documents, CDP and brokers are
expected to act on the request to release the securities by the next business day. Investors are
further cautioned that any request made through mailing physical request forms on trade date
will unlikely be performed in time for settlement on T+2.

12

Why do I require my broker’s approval to perform a transfer from my BLB back to my Main
Balance or to another BLB?
Your broker has a security interest over the shares in the BLB. Hence, your broker’s approval is
required to perform a transfer from your BLB back to your Main Balance or another BLB. Your
broker can only disallow the transfer if you have outstanding obligations to your broker to be
satisfied by the securities, for example, you have outstanding sell trade in the securities to settle
or your securities are currently being used as collateral for your outstanding obligations.

13

What happens when I transfer securities from my Main Balance to my BLB?
When you transfer securities, the specific quantity of securities will be deducted (debited) from
your Main Balance and added (credited) to your BLB.

14

Can I transfer securities from my BLB to another person’s Main Balance or BLB?
No, you are not allowed to do so. To transfer securities to another person, you must first transfer
the securities from your BLB to your Main Balance.
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Transferring through CDP Internet
15

What verifications do I need to perform a transfer through CDP Internet?
In addition to the NRIC and Password required for log-in, you will also require your OneKey Token
to perform a transfer.

16

Will I be notified when a transfer of securities is made between my Main Balance and BLB?
Yes, an email notification will be sent to you when a transfer is made. Please refer to Page 33 for
more information regarding the transfer of securities from your BLB to your Main Balance.

17

What happens if I try to transfer more securities than that is available in my free balance?
If you try to transfer more securities than the quantity available in your free balance, your request
will be rejected by the CDP Internet portal.

Transferring without CDP Internet
18

How do I perform similar transfers if I do not have a CDP online account?
To move shares from BLB to main balance, please contact your broker.
To move shares from main to BLB or from BLB to BLB with another broker, please contact your
broker receiving the shares. You will be required to submit a physical CDP form “Request for
Transfer of Securities” for such transfers. You may send the form personally or by mail. Not
including the time taken for mailing the forms, a transfer from Main Balance to BLB may take [2
business days or more], and a transfer from BLB to BLB may take [4 business days or more]
(assuming that the broker releasing the shares approved the outgoing transfer). Investors are
encouraged to open a CDP Online account for efficient management of BLB.

Ongoing maintenance of BLB
19

Where can I obtain my securities balances in my Main Balance and BLB?
You will be able to obtain your securities balances via CDP Internet, CDP Phone and CDP Account
statements.

20

How do I view my securities in CDP Internet – including main balance and BLB?
In the new CDP Internet platform, you will be able to view and access 3 types of balances under
the ‘My Portfolio’ tab:
 Total balance (Main balance + all BLBs)
 Main balance
 Various BLBs.

21

How many brokers can I link my BLB to?
You may create multiple BLBs, one BLB for each broker.

22

Am I able to have securities directly credited into my BLB when I buy them?
Please check with your brokers on the arrangement for trades settlement into a BLB.
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23

Given the scenario that I have 1,000 shares, of which 500 are in BLB linked to Broker A (“BLB
A”), 500 in BLB linked to Broker B (“BLB B”). I would like to sell 700 shares through Broker A.
Will the shortfall of 200 shares be automatically delivered from my BLB B?
No, your shares in BLB B have been charged to Broker B. You will need to ensure that the BLB used
for settlement has enough holdings to support your transaction. You may do so by transferring
your securities accordingly on CDP Internet.

24

Given the scenario that I have 1,000 shares of which 400 are in my BLB tagged to Broker A and
the remaining 600 in my Main Balance. I would like to sell 700 shares through Broker A. From
which accounts will the shares be delivered?
This depends on the arrangement with your broker. For example, your broker may first delivery
the 400 shares in the BLB tagged to that broker, followed by 300 shares from the Main Balance.
Alternatively, your broker may deliver shares only from the BLB. In such a case, you will need to
ensure that the shares held in the BLB is sufficient to fulfil your delivery obligations, otherwise the
delivery will fail. As each case may be different, please check with your broker on how the shares
will be delivered.

25

Am I able to participate in corporate actions for securities in my BLB?
With the exception of takeover offers, you can participate in all corporate actions for securities
within BLB. Share entitlements from corporate actions will be credited back into BLB while cash
entitlements (including cash entitlements from fractional shares) will be credited back into your
bank account.

26

How do I participate in takeover offers for securities in BLB?
You must first transfer the securities to the main balance to accept the offer. The takeover
acceptance forms would include a line of notice to remind direct account holders at the time of
offer.

27

Is there a fee to use BLB?
Please check with your broker on any fee arrangement for this service.
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Broker Permissions
28

Is it safe to leave my securities to the broker?
Yes. Although the securities are charged to the broker, the legal ownership belongs to you and
the scope within which brokers are allowed to manage with these securities is limited by the
broker’s duties and responsibilities.

29

Will my broker (whom I linked my BLB to) be able to see the securities in my Main Balance?
No, your Main Balance will always remain confidential. You will be the only one who is able to
view the securities inside.

30

Will there be a change in the way securities are managed in my main balance?
No, there will be no change. Brokers can still buy and sell securities on your behalf in the main
balance but they will not have visibility or control over these securities.

31

What happens if I try to transfer securities from my BLB back to my main balance, but my broker
does not approve the transfer?
You will be notified that your transfer request for the transfer has been declined and the transfer
will be unsuccessful.
Your broker can only disallow the transfer if you have outstanding obligations to your broker to
be satisfied by the securities, for example, you have outstanding sell trade in the securities to
settle or your securities are currently being used as collateral for your outstanding obligations.

32

What can my broker do with the securities in my BLB?
Unlike securities in the main balance, brokers will be able to see the securities in your BLB. As
mentioned in Q3, securities within the BLB are charged to your specified broker and it can be
liquidated to fulfil any debts that are due and outstanding. Depending on your arrangement with
your broker, you may also request your broker to exercise rights issues on your behalf.

33

Can I move securities back from my BLB back to my Main Balance?
Yes. However, this requires the approval from the relevant broker as he may have to settle some
outstanding obligations on your behalf before proceeding to move the securities to your Main
Balance. The SGX-ST rules will also require the broker to respond to a transfer request by the end
of the next working day.

34

What happens if my BLB is tagged to a suspended broker or a broker under liquidation?
Suspension or liquidation of a broker is an exceptional event. The broker may not be able to act
on requests for the transfer of securities within business-as-usual timelines. For example, a
liquidator may take time to check if there are outstanding liabilities owing from the customer.
Where appropriate, SGX will work with the liquidator to facilitate the transfer.
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HOW TO SET UP BLB VIA CDP INTERNET
1. Log in to your CDP Internet Account at https://www1.cdp.sgx.com/sgx-cdp-web/login
2. Enter the SMS OTP sent to your mobile number registered with CDP.

3. From the drop-down menu under “Perform Transaction”, select “Set Up Broker Linked
Balance”.
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4. Select the broker with whom you wish to set up the BLB from the drop-down menu under
“Broker Name”.

5. Select “Confirm” to proceed.
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6. Use the OneKey token linked to your account to generate the Sign Code. Enter the Sign Code
and select “Submit”.

7. Your BLB has been set up. An email notification will also be sent to you.

28
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HOW TO TRANSFER SECURITIES FROM MAIN BALANCE TO BLB
1. From the drop-down menu under “Perform Transaction”, select “Transfer Securities”.

2. Select the BLB which you wish to transfer the securities to.
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3. Select up to 5 securities which you wish to transfer to your BLB and enter the respective
quantities.

4. Check and confirm your securities transfer details and total fee payable to continue.
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5. Enter the Sign Code generated using your OneKey Token and select “Submit”

6. View payment details.
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7. The transfer has been completed. You will also receive a confirmation email.
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HOW TO TRANSFER SECURITIES FROM BLB TO MAIN BALANCE
Similar to the above steps, transfer securities from your BLB to Main Balance at Step 2 instead. Select
the BLB which you wish to transfer the securities from.

2291-1122-3344
1681-1122-3344

Check and confirm your securities transfer details and total fee payable to continue.

2291-1122-3344
1681-1122-3344
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Enter the Sign Code generated using your OneKey Token and select “Submit”.

View payment details.

2291-1122-3344
1681-1122-3344
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After clicking “Submit”, your securities would not be transferred immediately. Instead, you will
receive an email notification that your transfer is “Pending Broker’s Approval.”

2291-1122-3344
1681-1122-3344

3344

3344
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Check your email regularly to get updates on the status of your transfer. If your transfer has failed,
you will see the following email notification.

3344
3344

If your transfer was successful, you will see the following email notification.

3344

3344
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HOW TO TRANSFER SECURITIES FROM BLB TO ANOTHER BLB
Similar to the above steps, select the respective BLB which you wish to transfer the securities from.

2291-1122-3344
2041-1122-3344

Check and confirm your securities transfer details and total fee payable to continue.

2291-1122-3344
2041-1122-3344
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Enter the Sign Code generated using your OneKey Token and select “Submit”.

View payment details.

2291-1122-3344
2041-1122-3344
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After clicking “Submit”, your securities would not be transferred immediately. Instead, you will
receive an email notification that your transfer is “Pending Broker’s Approval.”

2291-1122-3344
2041-1122-3344

Check your email regularly to get updates on the status of your transfer.

3344
3344
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NEW CDP SECURITIES ACCOUNT HOLDER OR EXISTING ACCOUNT HOLDER W/O CDP INTERNET
“Apply for Securities Account” Form or “Apply for CDP Services” Form
+
SFA “Charge” Form (as shown below)
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